The Anglo-American Trust is Powerful and Nimble, but not a Magician

[What follows is an excerpt from Chapter 1 of Loring and Rounds: A Trustee’s Handbook (2012), which can be found at pages 34-38]

The trust is a complex legal organism that survives on private property. Its earlier forms predate even the Norman Conquest. The trust as we know it today is the product of centuries of evolution:

There are many landmarks, for example the development of the individual's rather than the Crown's, legal rights over land in Norman times; the first steps towards establishing equitable interests when a knight heading for the crusades would give property to a third party to hold for the benefit of the knight's spouse and children whilst he was away; and the 16th century practice of landholders transferring land to individuals, “cestuis que uses,” during their lifetimes in order to prevent the land reverting to the owner of feudal rights.

Professor Maitland saw the trust as “an ‘institute’ of great elasticity and generality; as elastic, as general as contract.” One Bermuda lawyer has recently echoed those sentiments: “Commercial lawyers are coming to realise what trust lawyers have always known, that the trust is incredibly flexible.” In his view, “[f]the future development of new and innovative uses of trusts in commercial applications is limited only by the imagination of the lawyers designing the commercial or tax structures.

In the noncommercial setting, the trust provides enlightened property owners and their lawyers with a mechanism for seeing to the needs of the young, the disabled, and the elderly far more efficiently, far more cost-effectively, far more creatively, far more flexibly, far more expeditiously, and with far more dignity than the state could ever do. In this regard, even a public charitable trust is no match for the private trust. Only one's imagination limits the purposes
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for which such trusts may be created. To be sure, the institution of the private personal trust can never accommodate the needs of everyone. Each person in need of assistance, however, who receives proper care pursuant to the institution's terms, is one less person who has to encounter—and be a burden to—the welfare bureaucracy. On the other hand, it is also said that a trust can dull the animal spirits of one’s able-bodied children if one is not careful:

Eventually, slowly, almost imperceptibly, something happened to Boston money, to its drive and daring. Fathers who doubted the mettle of their sons and heirs began tying up their fortunes in tightly drawn legacies, preserving them in the impenetrable amber of trusts. Trusteed money, in the hands of ever-so prudent conservators whose job it was to provide a sure and steady income for its beneficiaries, virtually withdrew from productive enterprise. By the 1930s, Boston money has gone to sleep, sustained by a steady 4 percent return and dreams of days long past. Once-bustling wharves and warehouses were rotting and falling into the harbor. Offices that had echoed to the springy stride of railroad builders and Canton sea captains now heard only the plodding of fiduciaries.

A trust may be created only to the extent its purposes are lawful, not contrary to public policy or detrimental to the community, and possible to achieve. "A scheme to overthrow the government or to sell dope or to operate a bordello is no more enforceable as a trust than as a contract, a corporation, or a partnership." Nor is a trust established for the purpose of
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The role that the private trust plays in lubricating the American capital markets has come to eclipse in significance the traditional role it has played in facilitating intrafamily wealth transfers. On April 28, 2001, even the Peoples’ Republic of China jumped on the global trust bandwagon: “According to Chinese drafters and scholars, the initial impetus for the legislation was the urgent need to promote China’s accession to the World Trade Organization and to address China’s financial sector by adopting ‘an important pillar of the modern financing industry in developed countries,’ the trust.”

The trust having come into its own in the employee benefit, charitable, and commercial areas, a relatively small number of institutional fiduciaries collectively now have the power to control much of corporate America. “This phenomenon has been labelled ‘fiduciary capitalism.’” Such a high concentration of economic power carries with it a danger that these fiduciaries could either become inappropriately engaged or inappropriately disengaged in matters that relate to the exercise of that power. Some fear that this small cadre of trustees and agents might someday improperly exploit this power to control the economy in ways that are not in the interests of beneficial owners. Others fear that these fiduciaries will refrain altogether from monitoring the myriad enterprises over which they have voting control. One learned commentator has written:

Up to now, the larger pension funds have been reluctant to get...deeply involved in corporate governance; if they are unhappy with performance, they simply sell. However, the California Public Employees' Retirement
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System (Calpers) recently announced that it would vote against reappointing auditors at companies including Exxon Mobil, Home Depot, and McDonald's because they pay accountants for non–audit services…The logical continuation of this trend would be for the pension funds to nominate their own directors. It's in their interest to do so, after all, the collapse of Enron cost public pension funds about $3 billion.280

Despite the trust’s elasticity and protean nature, its powers are not magical. There are some problems that cannot be solved, even by the employment of a trust. H.G. Wells was not so sure. In 1920, he had occasion to interview Lenin at his offices in the Kremlin.281 He came away with the view that as brutal and as incompetent as the Bolshevik regime was, it was preferable to whatever the counter-revolutionaries would be in a position to install.282 In order to constructively engage the Bolsheviks with their “invincible prejudice” against individual businessmen, the intermediary of a trust would have to be employed.283 This trust “should resemble in its general nature one of the big buying and controlling trusts that were so necessary and effectual in the European States during the Great War….This indeed is the only way in which a capitalist State can hold commerce with a Communist State.”284 Wells observed that “[t]he larger big business grows the more it approximates Collectivism.”285 He feared that if his trust solution were not implemented there would be a “final collapse of all that remains of modern civilization throughout what was formerly the Russian Empire.”286 In his view, it was not beyond the realm of possibility that all modern civilization ultimately could tumble into the abyss as well.287 Was H. G. Wells employing the term “trust” euphemistically, as the U.S. Congress was to do later in the context of legislating its social security welfare scheme, a topic we take up in Section 9.9.3 of this handbook? We do not think that he was.

[For more on the limitations of the Anglo-American trust, the reader is referred to the postscript to Charles E. Rounds, Jr., Proponents of Extracting Slavery Reparations from Private Interests Must Contend with Equity’s Maxims, 42 The University of Toledo Law Review 673, 700-703 (2011) [posted by C.E.R, Jr. in full on JDSUPRA]. In the postscript, not only is H.G. Wells's encounter with Vladimir Lenin discussed but also the more recent unsuccessful efforts of certain private parties to employ the Anglo-American trust as a device for shielding the Yukos Oil Company from the predations of his remote successor, Vladimir Putin. Why the Anglo-American trust would not be particularly suited to remedying the past wrongs of slavery is also discussed.]
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